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Abstract

The selection of analytical methods is a critical part of environmental monitoring program planning. During planning, monitoring objectives usually influence criteria for the program. Limitations of analytic techniques (e.g., sensitivity, selectivity, accuracy, precision, etc.) often determine the capability and evaluative power of the entire program, and hence proper selection of analytical methods is paramount. Comparing method quality and suitability from the methods themselves is difficult because method protocols contain detailed instructions, typically exist in different formats, are often lengthy, and may not contain all of the information needed to compare one method versus another. The National Environmental Methods Index (NEMI) was created to provide a database of method summaries that contain all the kinds of information necessary for method comparison.

NEMI's objective is to provide a user-friendly database of method summaries that is searchable over the Internet. Its development under the Methods and Data Comparability Board ensures that data on critical aspects of methods will receive multi-organizational review and meet interagency needs in this complex technical discipline. NEMI is not primarily a database of complete analytical methods. Rather, it is primarily a database of method summaries that include all available information from which to make a scientific comparison of one method versus another.
Secondarily, full methods of public domain methods can be downloaded directly from the database in PDF format. For commercially-available methods, links are provided to websites where these methods may be obtained.